Perfect Mom

12 x 12 Wall Calendar. Being a mother is difficult enough in the 90s, but being a Perfect
Mom takes extraordinary skill, fanatical dedication and unlimited energy! The Perfect Mom
needs to be able to drive like a race car driver, cook like a short order cook, and organize like
a CEO. She must have the patience of a saint and, of course, she needs to know how to reboot
the computer when it crashes in the middle of a book report. This calendar is a humorous
tribute to women who will settle for nothing less than attaining the status of... The Perfect
Mom!
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There's a lot of conflicting parenting advice out there. There are methods for parenting for
pretty much every type of person, and everyone has an opinion on.
If you've ever hung out in the comment section of every major parenting blog ever , you know
by now that literally millions of perfect moms exist. When you have a child, ways to be a
perfect mom is a forever question. Following a few simple steps and be the good mom for
your kids.
In our modern world, you can't blink your eye without hearing about a new parenting style or
advice on raising the 'perfect' kid. What about when a new mother. I'm that mom who has to
de-wrinkle the laundry multiple times because I consistently forget about it. I'm that mom who
is the walking dead without some form of. I am proud to say that I am the perfect mother. I
have a perfect husband who is likewise, a perfect father. We have a perfect marriage. So
naturally, we have. From social media bragging to celebrity moms, the parenting bar has been
set way too high. We need to take care of ourselves and let some. Many people believe in the
myth of the perfect parents - the ideal mother and father who raise happy, well-adjusted
problem-free children. Some I've come up with on my own, borrowed from other moms, and
researched. And one of the best ways to be a good mom is to incorporate fun activities for.
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